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colorado crew cab manual

They didnt answer my question in a timely manner and the car was sold They tried very hard to
come Sales staff was Cars are clean and ready to go. I would suggest them in the future! We never
made it to the area and did not visit the dealership in person. Terry at the dealership told me the
After traveling 3 hours to Very disappointed that this They were able to get me financed with no
money down. I have been recommending Mr. Jonathan to everyone. Thank you very much Mr.
Jonathan! Easy going Responsive, straightforward and kind. Highly recommend! James and Paul
were so helpful.I did find it odd that the car didn’t come with the floor mats. I was told they typically
don’t. I don’t understand why anybody would keep floor mats to a vehicle they are getting rid of.
They also didn’t want me to put a lot down on the car. We went in search of one car and chose
another. The big storm came through and they lost power, but he kept in contact throughout. My son
needed to go back to school with his new vehicle. He made sure everything was as in working order
and was just great to deal with. Very good experience. Was was very impressed. I wasnt ready to buy
and they still went out of there way for me!!!!!! Thanks Overall good experience. My sales person,
Jerremiah and the finance officer, Chris took good care of me. The staff was personable,
knowledgeable and friendly. I wouldnt hesitate to purchase from them again. The Colorado is either
a large compact pickup truck or a smallish midsize pickup truck; this may make it ideal for some
buyers, but it makes the marketing a bit confusing at times. Offered in a range of trims, from nofrills
to a bit of luxury, the Chevy Colorado may not be the ideal farm or ranch workhorse vehicle, but
suburban cowboys might find it just the ticket. Normally, that would spell doom for a
vehicle.http://mobiligennari.com/userfiles/canon-sx1-user-manual.xml

colorado crew cab manual transmission, chevy colorado crew cab manual
transmission, chevy colorado manual crew cab, colorado crew cab manual, colorado
crew cab manual pdf, colorado crew cab manual download, colorado crew cab manual
2017, colorado crew cab manual free, colorado crew cab mpg.

However, But start shopping around for these svelteThe days of bigger is bAfter all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when its
time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. And if you only want
to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing, our filters can
help with that too. Learn More Used Cars Search Chevrolet Colorado Used Chevrolet Colorados for
Sale Nationwide See Listings Near Me Save Search Used Cars New Cars Location Nationwide Make
All All Model All All Body Style All All Years Min Min to Max Max Price to Mileage to CPO Certified
PreOwned 0 Online Dealers Show online dealers These are dealerships that do not have a physical
location, meaning that cars will be delivered to your home. Only Show Online Dealers Trim Exterior
Color Price Rating All Price Ratings Excellent Price 0 Great Price 0 Fair Price 0 High Price 0
Condition and History Number of Accidents No accidents 0 1 or less 0 Any number 0 Title Show
clean title only A vehicle that doesnt have any of the below issues Lemon A condition where the
automaker buys back the car due to warranty defects Frame Damage Damage to a component of the
main structure of the vehicle Theft Recovery Any vehicle that has been stolen from its owner and
then found Salvage Significant damage or totaled Number of Owners Original Owner 0 2 or less 0
Any number 0 Fleet Indicator Fleet Vehicles Vehicles owned or leased by a business rather an
individual 0 Condition History data is provided by Experian AutoCheck. Certified Dealers are
contractually obligated by TrueCar to meet certain customer service requirements and complete the
TrueCar Dealer Certification Program. TrueCar does not broker, sell, or lease motor vehicles. Unless
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otherwise noted, all vehicles shown on this website are offered for sale by licensed motor vehicle
dealers. All vehicles are subject to prior
sale.http://ljlconst.com/admin/images/canon-sx-80-manual.xml

By accessing this website, you agree to the TrueCar Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. All rights
reserved. Many drivers enjoyed the engagement of driving stick, but fewer people have the skill
today. It also used to be possible to find a new Chevrolet Colorado with a manual transmission, but
those days are gone. Read on to find which Colorado model years did have a manual transmission
available. Its first generation was available for model years 2004 through 2012, and the second
generation was introduced in the U.S. for the 2015 model year and includes the current model year.
The firstgeneration Colorado had a fivespeed manual transmission option. Autotrader noted that this
was a surprise to offer this transmission at the time given the decreasing popularity of manual
transmission vehicles. The choice came with the 2.5liter fourcylinder engine and twowheel drive.
Fourwheel drive and other engine options were not available with the manual transmission. The
choice of a manual transmission remained available through the 2018 model year. With continuing
reduced demand, GM ended its availability for both the Colorado and the GMC Canyon for 2019. It
has five trim levels Base, Work Truck, LT, Z71, and ZR2. The ZR2 is designed for offroad use. It has
two cab size options Extended Cab and Crew Cab, two cargobed lengths long box and short box, and
three engine choices. It’s available in twowheel drive or fourwheel drive. The truck comes standard
with the Infotainment 3 Plus system, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, poweradjustable mirrors, and
a leatherwrapped steering wheel. Adding the Luxury package introduces poweradjustable, heated
front seats plus a heated steering wheel.The standard engine is a 2.5liter fourcylinder with a
sixspeed automatic transmission, which Car and Driver calls “weak and grumpy.” It has 200
horsepower, 191 lb.ft. of torque, and 3,500lb.It gets 18 MPG in the city and 25 MPG on the highway.

The diesel engine also makes the Colorado the most fuelefficient midsize pickup truck, with 30 MPG
on the highway. Manual transmissions remain more common in small cars and sports cars, so if
you’re a fan of Chevy, both the 2020 Camaro and the 2020 Spark have manual transmission options.
If you’re looking for a truck, then there are only three pickup trucks with manual transmissions to
pick from for 2020 Jeep Gladiator, Nissan Frontier, and Toyota Tacoma. Based on the radius, a new
location list is generated for you to choose from. Trucks like the 2018 Chevrolet Colorado are work
haulers, family wagons, tallriding weekend machines, even small baja bruisers.The Colorado is a
conventional bodyonframe pickup with an independent front suspension and a solid axle out back
suspended by leaf springs. Big tires on most variants swallow up small bumps with aplomb, but
there’s some sidetoside head toss over really rough terrain.The.Tres economique, pas de rouille,
manuelle 6 vitesses. Possibilite de vendre avec la toile. La boite est recouvert de linex. Raison de la
vente Doit acheter un camion plus gros.Great truck and turns heads everywhere it goes. The
premium has been determined based on annual premium data for defined coverages liability,
comprehensive and collision from a major insurer. Factors that will affect your rate include your
age, marital status, credit history, driving record, and the garaging address of your vehicle. When it
comes to utility, there’s a CornerStep rear bumper, corner hand grips and tons of cargo tiedowns.
The comfortable and quiet interior comes with ample storage and can be outfitted with available
leatherappointed heated front seats, a heated steering wheel and a Bose sound system. Click here to
see all Chevrolet vehicles destination freight charges. Full functionality requires compatible
Bluetooth and smartphone, and USB connectivity for some devices.EPAestimated 30 MPG highway
for Colorado 2WD with available 2.8L TurboDiesel engine.

https://www.thebiketube.com/acros-bosch-kts-520-manual-0

The system wirelessly charges one mobile device. Some devices require an adaptor or back
cover.Requires compatible iPhone and data plan rates apply. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple
Inc. Siri, iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other
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countries.Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone
running Android TM 5.0 Lollipop or higher. Data plan rates apply. Android Auto is a trademark of
Google LLC.Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the Trailering section of
the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the
amount you can tow.See the Owner’s Manual and the label on the vehicle door jamb for the carrying
capacity of a specific vehicle.Based on segmentexclusive features. Excludes other GM models.
Standard on Crew Cab Long Box models.Standard on Crew Cab Long Bed models.Standard on Crew
Cab Long Box.Standard on Crew Cab Long Box models.Plus listening on the SiriusXM app, online
and at home on compatible connected devices is included, so youll hear the best SiriusXM has to
offer, anywhere life takes you. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan
you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen
payment method at thencurrent rates. Fees and taxes apply. See the SiriusXM Customer Agreement
at www.siriusxm.com for complete terms and how to cancel. All fees, content, features, and
availability are subject to change.Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the
appropriate child restraint. See the Owners Manual for more information.It can limit certain
available vehicle features, and it prevents certain safety systems from being turned off. It includes
the BuckletoDrive feature which prevents the driver from shifting from Park for up to 20 seconds if
the drivers seat belt is not buckled.

http://estabilizacionquimicasuelos.com/images/bt-its-netrix-user-manual.pdf

An invehicle report card gives you information on driving habits and helps you to continue to coach
your new driverAids to achieve optimal tire pressure. For the SUV, see Holden Colorado 7. It is
named for the U.S. state of Colorado. Along with rival Ford Ranger, the GM twins were the last
compact pickup trucks on sale until 2012.All Chevrolet, GMC, and Isuzu versions worldwide are
based on the GMT355, itself the basis for the GMT 345based Hummer H3. Most vehicles for markets
outside North America are manufactured at a GM plant in Rayong, Thailand, as well as at a GM
plant in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil. All North Americanmarket vehicles were manufactured by
Shreveport Operations.GM also offers either a rearwheel drive or fourwheel drive drivetrain with
standard, extended, and fourdoor crew cab body styles. Most models come with the 2.8 L 171 cu in
LK5 I4 engine as standard, but a more powerful 3.5 I5 comes with the Z71 package on fourdoor
versions and is optional on all others. The 4door Z71s also get the 4speed automatic transmission
standard. This package was later dropped in favor of LT2 and LT3. There is also a Xtreme edition of
the ZQ8 which has a different front bumper, rear bumper, side skirts, fender flares, grille,
headlights, and 18 inch wheels. The Xtreme edition is basically a continuation of a trim package
from its predecessor, the Chevrolet S10.Only later basemodel trucks, with the exception of the base
received sixteeninch steel wheels, and were a new wheel design.Launched at the 2005 New York
International Auto Show, for the 2006 model year, the iseries replaced the Isuzu Hombre, which had
been out of production since 2000. Two models were offered at launch the i280, powered by the 2.8
L I4 engine, and the i370, powered by the 3.7 L I5 engine. The i280 was available only with an
extended cab, while the i370 could be had with either an extended cab or crew cab. The i280 was
replaced by the i290 for 2007 with the introduction of a 2.9 L engine.

http://essentialchef.com/images/bt-lifter-pallet-jack-manual.pdf

As part of Isuzus withdrawal from the United States market after the 2008 model year, the iseries
was discontinued.In Australia and New Zealand the Colorado is badged as a Holden. Only one
engine is offered, the 2.8L turbo diesel, built by GM in the Rayong Factory. It is available in four
trim levels DX single cab chassis only, LX chassis only, LT and LTZ.It competes with other midsized
pickup truck offerings, such as the Nissan Frontier and Toyota Tacoma. The US spec model features
a different front fascia, with its design being similar to the 2014 Chevrolet Silverado, and different
engines.It is available as either an Extended Cab, or as a Crew Cab with either a Short Box or a Long
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Box. Optional equipment includes a 2.8L Duramax Inline FourCylinder I4 Turbo Diesel engine,
remote start, a rearview backup camera system, a premium Bose sevenspeaker audio system, a GPS
navigational radio with MyLink, and chrome exterior accessories. It is available as either an
Extended Cab, or as a Crew Cab with either a Short Box or a Long Box. Optional equipment is the
same as the LT. It is available as either an Extended Cab, or as a Crew Cab with either a Short Box
or a Long Box. For 2016, trucks equipped with the eightinch MyLink or GMC IntelliLink touchscreen
infotainment system received standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration.
Most models also included a rear backup camera system. OnStar with 4G LTE WiFi capabilities was
optional on base Colorado and Canyon models. It is available as either an Extended Cab with a long
box, or as a Crew Cab with a Short Box.GMC introduced in an official press and video release and
made its public debut the following day January 13, 2014 at the North American International Auto
Show in Detroit. Sales started at dealerships in the second quarter of 2014 as a 2015 model.It also
sports a front grille design that closely resembles its fullsize sibling, the GMC Sierra.

The Canyon comes in three trims and either twowheel drive or fourwheel drive. The base model is
only available with the 2.5 L Ecotec I4 engine, a 6speed manual transmission until mid2019 when
the manual transmission was discontinued and a sixspeed automatic transmission became standard,
and twowheel drive.The SLE and SLT trims are eliminated.Due to positive feedback, a production
ready version was introduced two years later at the 2016 LA Auto Show, which joined the 2017
lineup.The ZR2 model is available in 2 body configurations; crew cab with 5 ft bed or extended cab
with 6 ft bed. Engine options are the 3.6 L LGZ V6 engine and the 2.8 L Duramax LWN turbodiesel
engine.New features and parts standard or optional on the ZR2 includeRetrieved 28 March 2014.
Retrieved 20090509. Retrieved 20090509. Retrieved 20090509. By using this site, you agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. All connected You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a
major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You can
also have the components repaired or replaced, if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the
failure does not amount to a major failure. However, servicing in accordance with your Maintenance
Schedule is not included. Your VIN can be found How can I confirm whether it is affected by this
recall and what should I do with it Holden is offering a rebate for the return of all new or used
affected Takata airbags. Please call Holden Customer Care on 1800 632 826 and we will arrange the
rebate and discuss options to collect the airbag from you at no cost.Holden dealerships are
authorised to carry out the rework on Saab and Opel vehicles for this recall campaign. However,
certain Model Year 2010 Cruze vehicles manufactured between February 2009 and September 2009
may contain Driver Airbag inflators which are considered critical, as set out in guidance issued by
the ACCC in August 2019.

It is critical that you immediately contact Holden Customer Care on 1800 632 826 to arrange to have
the airbag replaced. There will be no charge for the repair. A vehicle tow service or mobile repair
technician can be arranged. Holden is not using any likeforlike airbag replacements. As it gets older,
a combination of high temperatures and humidity can cause the airbag inflator propellant to
degrade. If the vehicle is involved in a collision, the airbag can go off with too much explosive force,
causing sharp metal fragments to shoot out and kill or seriously injure people in the vehicle. Side
and curtain airbags are not impacted. Design specifications mean the Takata airbags affected by the
compulsory recall were used for driver side airbags only. Other suppliers were used for other
airbags inside Holden, Saab and Opel vehicles. Letters, emails and SMS have been sent to registered
owners of impacted vehicles. If you have received a recall letter, email or SMS from Holden, DO
NOT ignore it. Holden encourages you to take the action described in the letter, email or SMS as
soon as possible. Letters, emails and SMS have been sent to registered owners of impacted vehicles.
If you have received a recall letter, email or SMS from Holden, DO NOT ignore it. Holden
encourages you to take the action described in the letter, email or SMS as soon as possible. Letters,
emails and SMS have been sent to registered owners of impacted vehicles. If you have received a



recall letter, email or SMS from Holden, DO NOT ignore it. Holden encourages you to take the
action described in the letter, email or SMS as soon as possible. Please call Holden Customer Care
on 1800 632 826 as we have options available that may help you, such as mobile repair. If you have
further questions, please call Holden Customer Care on 1800 632 826. We will contact our
customers directly when we have more information to share and to organise a suitable time to have
your replacement airbag fitted.

How can I get it to a Holden Dealer to have the airbag replaced You should contact the vehicle’s
importer to discuss if your vehicle is impacted. Furthermore, the Service Price for each model may
vary from service interval to service interval. The Quote Request is to be made online through
Holdens website at www.holden.com.au. The returned quote for the requested Scheduled Service
will detail the Price for the Scheduled Service. The quote also lists which Scheduled Service items
are performed by the Dealer during the service. The quote is valid for 30 days from the original date
of request. Holden may change the published or Program prices from time to time and without
notice. For the avoidance of doubt, within the first 7 subsidised service period, any such price
changes will not apply retrospectively to Eligible Vehicles purchased prior to the price change being
implemented. Price changes will only apply to future vehicles purchased on or after the date the
price change comes into effect. An Essential Service differs from the full service schedule. Holden
Dealers will not stamp the scheduled service completion coupon in the Service Warranty booklet
when only an Essential Service has been performed. An Essential Service is intended to be used in
the event of vehicle being in between scheduled service intervals, in preparation of a trip etc. For an
older model Holden vehicle, an Essential Service is a regular basic maintenance service. A Vehicle
Health Check may reveal additional maintenance or other service related items are required to
ensure the vehicle is operating as designed, efficiently or safely. Any additional service items
required will be discussed with the Customer prior to any additional work being performed. These
additional items will be at the Customers expense. Holden Dealers will use genuine Holden parts for
all relevant Scheduled Services, except where genuine Holden parts are no longer available.

If any additional service or maintenance work is required that is not covered by the Program, the
authorised Holden Dealer will discuss any additional costs with the Customer prior to performing
any such additional work. However, the Price for the next Scheduled Service in the next Nominated
Period will become available. It is important to note that if a Customer misses a Scheduled Service,
additional work may be identified at the next Scheduled Service in the next Nominated Period which
is not included in the Price of that next Scheduled Service. Authorised Holden Dealers will obtain
Customers consent for any additional costs prior to performing any additional service or
maintenance work. The Program entitlements remain with the Eligible Vehicle for the duration of
the Program. However, Program entitlements can be transferred between subsequent owners of the
same Eligible Vehicle. Furthermore, the Capped Price for each model may vary from service interval
to service interval. Individual parts and vehicle systems are affected differently, depending on the
distance travelled, time in use and driving conditions.The Quote Request is to be made online
through Holdens website at www.holden.com.au. The quote for Scheduled Services received in
response to the Quote Request will detail the Capped Price for the Scheduled Service requested in
the Quote Request Quote. Government and rental vehicle customers must contact their Holden
Dealer to obtain a capped price service quote. In addition, Holden may publish a list of prices for
Scheduled Services at www.holden.com.au or elsewhere from time to time. Holden may change the
published or Program prices from time to time and without notice. For the avoidance of doubt, any
such price changes will not apply retrospectively to Eligible Vehicles purchased prior to the price
change being implemented and will only apply to future vehicle purchases on and after the date the
price change comes into effect.

For Older Model Holden Vehicles, include but are not limited to a. any maintenance or service items



not listed as an Essential Service item; and b. additional maintenance and repairs recommended by
the customers Holden Dealer to suit individual driving characteristics. If any additional service or
maintenance work is required that is not covered by the Program, the authorised Holden dealer will
discuss any additional costs with the customer prior to performing any such additional work.
However, the Capped Price for the next Scheduled Service in the next Nominated Period will
become available. Authorised Holden dealers will obtain customers consent for any additional costs
prior to performing any additional service or maintenance work. The Program entitlements remain
with the Eligible Vehicle for the duration of the Program. However, Program entitlements can be
transferred between subsequent owners of the same Eligible Vehicle. The HGV amount is subject to
you keeping and returning your vehicle in an acceptable condition in accordance with the Fair Wear
and Tear guidelines.An excess kilometre charge will be applied for each kilometre you travel above
your nominated kilometre allowance in your loan contract. Click below to contact a Holden
specialist. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy Terms of Use Sitemap. Click here to read our coverage.
The A.V. Club Deadspin Gizmodo Jalopnik Jezebel Kotaku Lifehacker The Root The Takeout The
Onion The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Shop Subscribe Latest News Jalopnik Reviews The Morning
Shift Nice Price Car Buying Video The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Drop your email here and get our
stories in your inbox. Prev Next View All Believe me, it hurt more to write that headline than it did to
read it. But after spending some quality time in the stickshift 2015 Chevy Colorado, I can’t imagine a
universe where it makes sense to buy it.

I dig that truck and yeah, I’m one of those insufferable pompoids who finds any excuse to tell people
“I’ve never owned an automatic.” Advertisement Colorado manual sounds great on paper smallish
truck, small engine, threepedal gearbox. It’s only available in rearwheel drive, that’s
okay.Advertisement We love manual transmissions because they give us more connection to
whatever we’re driving, which immediately brought me to my first grievance the transmission’s
personality doesn’t match up with the rest of the vehicle. The Eaton N8D sixspeed is
unapologetically a truck transmission. Shift slow, shift often. Ok, makes sense, we’re in a truck after
all. But the Colorado is trying so hard to be modern in every other area that something just feels off.
Even the lowend work truck trim has power everything, coilover suspension, a slick dash, and
electric steering. Advertisement I’d never climb into a threepedal pickup and expect it to work like a
sport sedan, but the interfaceexperience with the manual Colorado is definitely. confusing. You’re
never going to be able to resell it. Advertisement If you’re into economics, you’ve probably ruled out
buying a brandnew truck anyway. But you know you’re going to have to price pretty aggressively to
unload a basetrim truck with a gearbox none of your fellow Americans can drive. That said, you
probably won’t be able to find one to buy to begin with.Advertisement You can’t really offroad it.
Advertisement You can absolutely offroad a 2WD truck. But then you need big power, or a winch, or
a locking differential, or ideally all of those things.The numbers just don’t make sense.
Advertisement Many of you will just read the headline and cut straight to the comments to call me a
charlatan; “You demand a small, economybiased, manualshift truck. You get one, and you hate it!”
Look, it’s not that simple.

Modern safety requirements and standards of luxury society’s grown accustom to make the 2015
Colorado too inherently complex to ever be the lawnmowerpowered trayback deathtrap utilitytruck
we fantasize about here. Advertisement But more importantly and realistically the 2.5 liter
fourcylinder, which you must get to unlock the manual, is only slightly more efficient than the V6
and so much weaker. Let’s break it down extended cab long box Colorado with the 2.5 and RWD
tops out at 26 MPG, that drops to 25 if you go for the 4WD automatic. Same truck with 50% more
power and an auto box 26 MPG as a rearwheel drive and 24 MPG with four. Not to mention about a
project car’s weight in added towing capacity. When you look at those numbers the manual gearbox
would really have to be amazing, or at least enjoyable, to make any kind of sense. And well, it ain’t.
Advertisement Now. you bet your ass I still want threepedal pickup trucks. I just want good ones.



Like this exact truck with the bigger engine and 4WD, for example. Advertisement Images by the
author Open kinjalabs.com Advertisement Andrew P. Collins is Jalopnik’s offroad and adventure guy.
You get one, and you hate it. There you go. See all replies. Unfortunately, this is how we pay the bills
and our authors. We would love for you to enjoy our content, weve worked hard on providing it.
Please whitelist our site in your adblocker, refresh the page, and enjoy! The automaker confirmed
the end of the threepedal versions of the trucks in a statement made to CarBuzz, predictably citing
slow sales as its reasoning. It was not offered with either the 3.6liter V6 engine, 2.8liter diesel
engine or fourwheel drive. The sixspeed is found in 2.8liter diesel Colorados and Canyons, while the
eightspeed is for 3.6liter V6 models.

The Chevy did see the introduction of the new ZR2 Bison model variant, though, which gets some
parts and accessories from the offroad experts at American Expedition Vehicles that help make it a
little more capable and toughlooking. All 2019 model year Colorado ZR2 Bisons have been
effectively spoken for by dealerships, so you will likely have to find one on a lot to buy one. AEV was
only able to allocate 2,000 units for the 2019 model year, but production will continue into 2020. We
welcome your submissions. See here for details. Or packaging the option people want with 6 other
things they don’t. Also, they have come to view the driver as the problem.Sounds like a bizarre
guess. Then to struggle to get the emissions approved are very costly to fulfill such a small segment
of the market. That would never cover the cost involved. So there is no need for a manual
transmission in a truck today! See, they were only offered in 4 cyl., 2WD WT trim. Not what I want,
in fact I would wager that is the lowest selling configuration no matter the transmission excluding
fleet sales. I wonder how many units were actually sold in auto vs.I wonder how many were on lots
in both manual and auto, or even produced in both. In short, I just don’t see how it is demand that is
low when there is no or limited availability.Also don’t assume people that want manuals don’t buy
new trucks. I’ve bought several new trucks in the last decade and no automatic that I’ve driven with
these so called high tech auto transmissions shift like shit. Yes Ford GM and Ram I’ve had them all
and manuals in my opinion are superior when it comes to pulling a trailer and gear selection. These
new automatics hold lower gears entirely too damn long. Let the consumer decide what we want.
There’s no reason to put a manual transmission in a truck or SUV today. Difficult to find one, but I
persevered.
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